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Introduction
A picture may be worth a thousand words, but a video sequence may be worth even more. As sensor technology, network communication, computing power, and digital storage capacity have all dramatically improved, still and video imageries have become the most common and versatile forms of media for capturing, analyzing, and disseminating a variety of information. In many scenarios, useful information is derived from the accurate detection, tracking, and recognition of certain targets of interest in a timely manner. Typical applications of this nature include aerial reconnaissance, automatic target recognition, and force protection surveillance systems.
Unfortunately, many of these applications involve monitoring adversarial activity in less than ideal environments, which can be particularly challenging to the imaging systems involved. Visible cameras are the prevailing imaging sensors because they are relatively cheap, easy to use, and capable of producing high-quality imagery under favorable conditions. However, visible cameras can be severely affected by common environmental factors, such as darkness, shadows, fog, clouds, rain, snow, and smoke. Infrared (IR) imaging systems may overcome or alleviate some of these problems, but they are subjected to a number of limitations of their own. IRspecific difficulties include a much lower sensor resolution; drastic diurnal and seasonal changes in target signatures; total loss of non-thermal but important visual features (such as color and text); blockage by visually-transparent thermal signal shields (such as car windshields and glass doors); very low thermal contrast between targets and background under certain combinations of ambient and target temperatures; and much higher costs for purchasing and maintaining the systems. Due to these highly complementary strengths and limitations of visible and IR cameras, more advanced target detection and tracking systems may want to acquire and process both visible and IR imageries concurrently and jointly for critical applications.
To study the usefulness of fusing visible and IR imagery for detecting and tracking moving targets, we have relied on a large collection of concurrent color visible and long-wave IR (LWIR) video sequences that is officially called the Second Dataset of the Force Protection Surveillance System (FPSS) by the data collector (1). These FPSS video sequences were collected using the Sentry Personnel Observation Device (SPOD) manufactured by forwardlooking infrared (radar) (FLIR) Systems. As shown in figure 1 , the SPOD includes a LWIR microbolometer and a color visible charge-coupled device camera. The LWIR images were acquired with a focal plane array (FPA) of 320 x 240 pixels in resolution, while the color visible images were captured at the resolution of 460 National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) TV lines. Both the original color visible and LWIR images were cropped and scaled to attain a coarse level of co-registration between the corresponding color-LWIR images captured at any given time. The image registration step was necessary because the color and LWIR cameras of the SPOD were merely bore-sighted into a ruggedized enclosure. They did not share a common optical lens, having slightly different lines of sight, fields-of-view, and image resolutions. Since the translational shift between these two cameras was only a few inches, while the typical ranges to the targets in the FPSS dataset were 50−200 yards, it was deemed to be acceptable to register the images using only a simple affine transformation, instead of the more general but complicated planar projection method.
Image registering can be done automatically or manually. Although automatic registration is quite accurate and feasible for images of similar electromagnetic spectrum, registering color and LWIR images is a very difficult task. The effects of automatic and hybrid registration schemes were explored by Hines et al., but automatic registration was generally not successful (2) . Due to these difficulties, the FPSS dataset was coarsely registered by first manually choosing a large number of salient corresponding markers in many representative pairs of color-LWIR images. The coordinates of these markers were then used to derive the affine transformation between the color and LWIR images through a polynomial fitting process. The maximal usable area could be extracted after applying the affine transformation, and avoiding sensor artifacts in both color and LWIR images. Because the target ranges in FPSS sequences were consistently and immensely larger than the distance between the color and LWIR cameras in SPOD, the same affine transformation and clipping mechanism were used throughout the entire dataset without introducing additional distortions. The image patches clipped from the original color and LWIR images were scaled to a common image size of 640 x 480 pixels and stored in JPEG format.
As shown in figure 2 , image fusion can be handled at several different levels (3) . At the lowest levels, the raw image data can be fused. This can either be performed on the original signal or, more likely, after the image has been preprocessed and the resulting pixel values are used. Pixellevel fusion is very common due to its simplicity and universality, and it is the focus of this work as well. At higher levels, feature-based detection uses structural image characteristics, such as edges and corners, to enhance the image. For example, one could extract the edge information from a pair of images using Sobel filter (see figure 3 ) and fuse the images based on the edge information. However, this approach is much more application-specific, often requiring an understanding of the image itself, either through direct human intervention or automatic object classification algorithms. Therefore, this approach requires much more complex computation or non-real-time intervention. Training these systems appropriately can also be quite challenging. One example of a higher level fusion system uses Bayesian analysis to sum the probabilities of detected human silhouettes falling within each pair of visible and infrared images. Oftentimes, detections are based on whether the probability exceeds a pre-defined threshold (4) . For a stationary camera installed in a specific setting, training such a system may be feasible because its background does not vary significantly. At the highest level of image fusion, symbolic fusion methods are often heavily rule-based and rely on a lot of prior or external knowledge to perform the image fusion. Nonetheless, symbolic image fusion methods carry similar tradeoffs as the fusion methods at the feature-level.
There are many ways to measure performance of image fusion algorithms, including subjective analysis, complex similarity metrics, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and tracking performance. Motwani et al. suggested parameters for subjective analysis, but they concluded that subjective measures were not particularly helpful for tracking systems, except in the case of incorporating human feedback into the detection loop (5).
Cvejic et al. discussed a number of objective similarity metrics, including the Piella metric, Petrovic metric, and Bristol metric (6) . The Piella metric measures structured similarity (which is based on luminance, contrast, and structure information) over local window regions and then averages these similarity measures over all windows. Weighting is given to the relative importance of each input image toward the fused image, window by window. The Petrovic metric specifically evaluates edge structure (using a Sobel edge operator) by determining the strength of edge information retained from each of the original images in the fused image. The Bristol metric, in contrast to the Piella metric, uses a slightly different weighting scheme based on the ratio of covariances between the original and fused images.
Cvejic et al. compared the tracking performance of a particle filter based on these objective metrics and found that the tracking performance was actually worsened by the fusion of images. Mihaylova et al., of the same research group, later adopted a performance metric of normalized overlapping ground truth and tracking system bounding boxes in their work (7) . Their results showed that IR images alone performed just as well or better than most fusion algorithms (including contrast pyramid, dual-tree complex wavelet transform, and discrete wavelet transform) in tracking, while visible spectrum images lagged behind under harsher conditions like occlusions.
There are many possible methods of tracking a moving target, including background subtraction, optical flow, moving energy, and temporal differencing. Because the FPSS dataset was collected with a stationary SPOD with minimal background interference, we decided to use an existing FPSS tracker, which is based on background subtraction method, to examine the tracking performance of various image fusion methods (8) . Instead of the FPSS tracker, one of many other moving target tracking algorithms can be used as well. For instance, Trucco and Plakas described a wide range of alternative tracking algorithms in their paper (9) .
In the following section, we provide brief discussions on the image registration and 13 image fusion methods of interest. These fusion methods fall into two broad categories, namely, simple combination and pyramid structure. A brief description of the FPSS tracker is provided in section 3, while the experimental results on the tracking performance of various image fusion methods are presented in section 4. Finally, some concluding thoughts are given in section 5.
Image Fusion
Image Registration
Image registration is a key aspect of any image fusion algorithm. Initially, the color-LWIR images in the FPSS dataset were only coarsely-registered using a global affine transformation. In order to verify the accuracy of the existing registration and simultaneously test the quality of automatic registration algorithms applied to these coarsely-registered images, the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) was run on some pairs of FPSS color-LWIR images (10).
SIFT decomposes images into features for comparison and association purposes, testing local extreme features over a wide range of scales and orientations to determine the proper transformation control points for an image. Only high contrast points appearing from the difference of Gaussians are retained for robustness. A best-bin-first-search algorithm is used to select matches against previous key points, as new images are added to the set. Additional processing techniques, such as cluster identification, model verification using least squares, and outlier detection, can be included in SIFT to increase its robustness.
SIFT was chosen here due to its relative insensitivity to illumination changes and occlusions as compared to other image registration algorithms. This property is especially important for the FPSS data due to huge variations in intensity between color and LWIR images in this dataset. Unfortunately, even SIFT was incapable of registering the FPSS color and LWIR images due to the lack of corresponding key points in these images. Many salient features in the images appear to be complementary in nature, which greatly confuses the match selection in SIFT.
To illustrate this problem, a pair of visible spectrum images (which were converted from color to grayscale for efficiency reasons) from two consecutive frames of a scene are placed side by side in figure 4 . As shown by the many straight lines connecting these two images, many matching key points were found by SIFT, which can be used to determine the proper transform required for the registration of these images. When the two visible images are perfectly aligned, the lines are actually connecting the corresponding key points on these images at identical coordinates.
(In the case of the FPSS data set with a stationary camera, consecutive frames should already be aligned, and this is apparent in figure 4 .) On the other hand, given a pair of visible and LWIR images from the same scene, SIFT could barely find any matching key points. As shown in figure 5 , even the few potential matches suggested by SIFT were all incorrect ones. SIFT was also tried on images pre-filtered by a Sobel filter to emphasize the edge information, but the results were equally unsuccessful. Because the coarse registration of FPSS dataset was deemed visually acceptable, we proceeded on the image fusion work without further pursuing the automatic image registration route. 
Fusion Methods
In this work, we focus on 13 pixel-level image fusion methods, ranging from the simplest pixels averaging method to the very complicated dual-tree complex wavelet transform. There are other interesting but less popular image fusion algorithms, including one that relies on factorizing an image (matrix) V into two non-negative matrix components, W and H, with W representing a basis optimized for representing V (11) . Another approach to image fusion is to use training sets and classifiers, as explored by Chan et al. (12) . In the work that follows, however, we assume no prior training data are available.
To evaluate the image fusion algorithms examined here, we used all FPSS coarsely-registered color and LWIR images as input data, a pair of which is shown in figure 6 . To allow fusion with LWIR images, the color (RGB) images were converted to grayscale using a simple weighting of 0.2989R + 0.5870G + 0.1140B, which yielded the intensity value but removed the hue and saturation information. For many automatic target detection and tracking algorithms, it is indeed more efficient to process grayscale images internally, while providing color outputs for human consumption only. The grayscale visible and LWIR images were manipulated using MATLAB functions to produce various fused images (13, 14) . 
Simple Combinations
The most intuitive pixel-level fusion methods examined here are simple averaging, intelligent weighting, and selecting maximum or minimum pixel values. All these methods involve only simple pixel operations, which require traversing the two input images to be fused pixel-bypixel, leading to a simple Ο(m×n) operations for an image of size m×n. Pixels (I 1 ) ij and (I 2 ) ij in images I 1 and I 2 need only be compared against each other.
In the first fusion method, a fused image was generated through simple averaging by calculating (I f ) ij = [(I 1 ) ij + (I 2 ) ij ]/2, and the resulting fused image is shown in figure 7 (left). Because the visible and LWIR images have differing resolutions and salient features, this method tends to muddle the details. We can attempt to boost the influence of the better image by using the PCA derived from the covariance matrix between the two input images. A simple way to do this is to consider each image as a single vector I 1 and I 2 , creating a 2 × 2 covariance matrix when we compute the covariance of [I 1 I 2 ]. The normalized eigenvector for the larger eigenvalue provides the weighting to be used: (I f ) ij = (v k ) 1 (I 1 ) ij + (v k ) 2 (I 2 ) ij , where v k represents the eigenvector corresponding to λ k , the larger one of the two eigenvalues. Generally, the PCA-weighted averaging method strongly favors the image with the highest variance, which may or may not contain more informative and useful details. In fact, this selection criterion can be a disadvantageous one when dealing with noisy images. As shown in figure 7 (right), the fused image produced by this method closely matches the original visible spectrum image because the visible image has more details and a higher variance.
Choosing the maximum pixel value, (I f ) ij = max[(I 1 ) ij , (I 2 ) ij ], from a pair of LWIR and visible images, as shown in figure 8 (left), may be appropriate to find some hidden targets. A man may be occluded in the visible spectrum, for example, but he can still be located in the LWIR image. For a background subtraction method, it may be desirable to boost the relative intensity of targets through this fusion method, if these targets tend to be brighter than their immediate background. Choosing the minimum pixel value, (I f ) ij = min[(I 1 ) ij , (I 2 ) ij ], may not be very useful in general because it tends to deemphasize the strong foreground objects, as evident from figure 8 (right).
In some rare occasions, this method may be helpful in extracting weak targets (with both weak but detectable visible and LWIR signatures) from busy backgrounds by deemphasizing stronger and brighter neighboring background pixels.
Pyramid Structures
Pyramid decompositions were introduced by Burt and Adelson in 1983 as a compact encoding scheme (15) . The original idea is that a Gaussian kernel (low-pass filter) is applied to the toplevel image of a pyramid, I 1 *G 1 , representing the convolution of the image I 1 with a Gaussian blurring matrix G 1 . This image is then down-sampled to form the next level of these pyramids.
The difference between the low-pass version and its previous-level image represents the high frequency or detail information of the previous-level image. At each step down the pyramid, we continue to filter and down-sample in the same manner. A Laplacian pyramid is formed by computing the difference between each level of the pyramid, iteratively separating an image into low and high frequency components, except that the lowest level contains the remaining lowfrequency information.
Since each level is a down-sampled version of the previous level, we need to up-sample and interpolate the decimated version in order to compute the difference between the two adjacent levels. For example, the Laplacian image at level
, where f k+1 ( ) denotes the function consisting of up-sampling and an interpolation filter with similar blurring response as G k , while k denotes the level of decomposition. As we proceed down the pyramid, (I m ) k denotes the blurred and decimated version of (I m ) k-1 . By decomposing each set of the original LWIR and visible images, we form compact representations separated into detail and approximation information. Hence, we can then weight the coefficients in each pyramid. To reconstruct the fused image, we then reverse the decomposition process, starting with a synthesis image at level k+1, denoted as (S m ) k+1 , expanding it, and adding it to (L m ) k to get (S m ) k . The initial synthesis image is the background coefficients found at the bottom of the Laplacian pyramid. If we select the maximum coefficients between the two pyramids by taking max[((L 1 ) k ) ij , ((L 2 ) k ) ij ] for each level k and all ij coefficients during this reconstruction process, then a Laplacian fused image is generated (see figure 9 (left)). We could also modify the selection criteria of the algorithm during this reconstruction phase, such as using additional information from neighboring coefficients. Instead of using the maximum coefficients at the lowest level of the pyramid, we may choose to use the LWIR image, the visible image, or a combination of the two at the lowest level, as well. If we choose the lowest level LWIR image, this implies that the background for the fused image is built on the LWIR image, and detail information from the visible image is only included when these details outweigh those of the LWIR. The Laplacian pyramid is a simple decomposition scheme, which assumes very little information about the structure of the image. Implementation details of the Laplacian pyramid include the handling of border effects and ensuring that the image size is a factor of two at each level of decomposition.
A FSD pyramid is similar to the Laplacian pyramid, but the levels are subtracted prior to decimations. This makes the method simpler and reduces delay, therefore, allowing easier realtime implementation. Slight frequency distortions are introduced, thus a correction factor is required for perfect reconstruction. This term can be dropped in practice, though variations can make minor adjustments in the synthesis phase to account for this. Figure 9 (right) shows the result of image fusion based on the original FSD technique proposed by Anderson (16) . Both images in figure 9 may look quite similar, except for a slight shading difference, but their differences in tracking performance could be larger than that.
Ratio-of-low-pass (ROLP) pyramid and contrast pyramid use the ratio of levels of the Gaussian pyramid to compute the coefficients at the next level, instead of their differences (17, 18) . Otherwise, the decomposition process resembles that of the Laplacian pyramid. Since the stored coefficients are not used to compute levels of the Gaussian pyramids, the underlying Gaussian pyramid decomposition of the image does not change. The primary difference between ROLP and contrast pyramids is the use of a local background to normalize the ratio. Note that a small epsilon factor can be added to the denominator to prevent division-by-zero issues. Figure 10 shows the resulting fused images from the ROLP and contrast pyramid methods. These decomposition methods are designed to emphasize the contrast in an image. If we are limited in precision due to quantization issues, the contrast and ROLP pyramid decompositions will be much less accurate than the Laplacian pyramid decomposition. The gradient pyramid chooses the largest directional derivative in each of four directions: horizontal, vertical, and the two diagonal directions (19) . These derivatives can be computed using simple matrix operators. For example, at each level of the pyramid, the four operators   , where * represents the convolution operator. Coefficients are selected for each of the four directions independently during the fusion process and then added together to represent the combined gradient strength at a given pixel location. A synthesized image is reconstructed using the same procedure as in the Laplacian pyramid case. An example of fused image produced by the gradient pyramid method is shown in figure 11 (left). These methods are designed to preserve orientation information, which can be useful in some applications. Morphological operations, such as opening and closing, can be applied to the Gaussian pyramid without harmful effects under certain circumstances and result in a morphological pyramid (20) . For example, we can apply the following operations to compute the next set of coefficients from (I m ) k : morphologically open (I m ) k by first replacing the value of a given pixel with the smallest pixel value found within a predefined neighborhood of that pixel (erosion), and then on the resulting image, replacing the value of a given pixel with the largest pixel value found in the same neighborhood (dilation). The resulting image can then be closed by reversing the process-namely, first performing a dilation and then an erosion operation. The opening operation will remove small objects, while the closing operation will remove noise and smoothen transitions. We decimate the resulting image to obtain our image for the next level of the pyramid, (I m ) k+1 . We obtain the pyramid coefficients of level k+1 as the difference between (I m ) k and an up-sampled and dilated version of (I m ) k+1. While these morphological operations may produce good-looking results, as shown in figure 11 (right), they are quite computationally intensive in nature, and their usefulness in enhancing tracking performance is not necessarily great.
Finally, many specialized pyramid decompositions, such as contourlets and wavelets, separate an image into approximations and detail. We examined a simple discrete wavelet transform (DWT) using the Daubechies Symmetric Spline wavelet, as well as a Shift Invariant Discrete Wavelet Transform (SIDWT) using the Harr wavelet. The DWT is applied to an input image using two filters, g 1 = [−2 4 −2] and h 1 = [−1 2 6 2 −1]. In this case, g 1 is a high-pass filter and h 1 a low-pass filter. These filters are applied to the columns and rows of an image consecutively in one of these four combinations: g 1 ' * g 1 , g 1 ' * h 1 , h 1 ' * g 1 , and h 1 ' * h 1 . The output of g 1 ' * g 1 is the high frequency content of the image, while the output of h 1 ' * h 1 contains only low-pass one.
All four combinations of the outputs are then decimated by two to form four sub-band images. The resulting low-pass image is used for the next iteration of decomposition, while the maximum coefficients from the other three sets are stored in the wavelet tree. An example of the fused images produced by DWT pyramids is shown in figure 12 (top-left). The simple DWT can be prone to artifacts as a function of position in the image, which could be particularly problematic when using the FPSS background subtraction tracker to detect motion information. As an object moves slightly, artifacts could shift in the image, resulting in many unnecessary false alarms. Hence, a SIDWT or DT-CWT is expected to perform better in a tracking task. Similar to other pyramid methods, we use the maximum coefficient from either wavelet tree at each level during the image fusion phase.
FPSS Tracker
The effects of different image fusion methods were examined and compared using an existing moving target tracking algorithm. Since the FPSS tracker has been developed and adequately tested with the original (non-fused) FPSS dataset, it was chosen for this evaluation work, as well. The FPSS tracker was run on the original color and LWIR images, as well as the fused images generated by all fusion methods described in section 2.
Background Modeling
The key component of the FPSS tracker is its background modeling and subtraction process, which is depicted in figure 13 . Each input image is first filtered by a stability mask and then channeled through four image buffers of equal size and depth. The images in Buffers 2 and 4 are used to generate Background Models 1 and 2, respectively. Instead of being created originally from Buffer 4, Background Model 2 can also be obtained from a buffer of models that is continuously replenished by the outgoing representations of Background Model 1. By subtracting the next input frame from these background models, we obtain two difference images. A difference-product image (DPI) is obtained by multiplying these two difference images pixel by pixel. To begin the background modeling process, the first successfully preprocessed input image frame is used to fill up all image buffers and to become the initial background models. For each of the subsequent input image frames, a simple frame registration procedure is used to reduce any potential jitter effects incurred by shaking cameras. Typically, a jitter-free image contains a mostly stable background with a number of small but volatile areas caused by moving objects and other transient events. In order to prevent rapidly changing foreground pixels from ruining the background models, a stability mask is used to filter out all unstable pixels from the input image frame. Updated by the information from DPI, this stability mask looks for significant intensity changes based on a predefined threshold of variability and maintains a record of the stability index at each pixel location. Only those stable pixels on a jitter-free image are fed to Buffer 1, while the once-stable but now active pixels are blocked and substituted by the corresponding stable pixels available from Buffer 1. Without the stable background models, it will be much harder to detect and extract legitimate moving objects in the scene, while additional false alarms will likely be generated.
Each incoming set of pixel values from the stability mask replaces the corresponding pixel values in the oldest frame in Buffer 1 to form the newest frame in Buffer 1, while the oldest frame of Buffer 1 becomes the newest frame in Buffer 2. The same mechanism of first-in firstout (FIFO) frame-shift and update is applied to all image buffers continuously. The role of Buffer 1 is merely a time-delay buffer to induce a noticeable gap in time-and potentially in content-between the current input image and the image frames in Buffer 2. Background Model 1 is derived from the images in Buffer 2, which can be as simple as taking the average of all images in Buffer 2. Similar to Buffer 1, Buffer 3 is just another buffer to separate Buffer 2 and Buffer 4 in time. Background Model 2 can be obtained by either processing (e.g., averaging) the images in Buffer 4 or drawing from the Buffer of Models supplied by Background Model 1. The same background modeling structure depicted in figure 13 can be extended to include four or any larger even number of background models for more stable background representations and higher target enhancement capabilities at the expense of additional computational resources.
One of the advantages of using multiple disjoint background models to generate a DPI is that the problematic -trailing effect,‖ which is often associated with background subtraction method, can be suppressed effectively; because those gradually fading trails carved out by the moving objects are now showing up in different parts of the two difference images, they are likely to diminish or disappear when the DPI is formed, as demonstrated in figure 14 . For the same reason, timedependent noises on the difference images are also suppressed during the formation of DPI. Another advantage of this method is that the target trails are now clearly detached from the moving objects, which allows the subsequent target detection module to estimate the size and location of those movers more accurately. With improved estimation in target size and location, the target tracking module may also perform better motion estimation and track maintenance. An even number of background models is needed in the formation of DPI to address the problem of target polarity, which is a common target detection problem. Due to clothing and ambient temperature change, the same type of moving targets may assume different polarity of pixel intensity with respect to their immediate background. Figure 15 shows a pair of LWIR images that exhibit polarity change in human signatures during different seasons of the year. Using a single difference image or a DPI computed with any odd number of difference images to detect the moving targets will have to pick the locations with both positive and negative values simultaneously and appropriately, which is not always easy or straightforward. This problem is alleviated, however, simply as a by-product of forming the DPI using an even number of difference images. 
Target Detection and Tracking
After a DPI is generated, a morphological operation is used to remove small spikes and to fill up small gaps in the DPI. Furthermore, a pyramid-means method is used to enhance the centroid and overall silhouette of the moving targets. The moving target detection process begins with finding the brightest pixel on the post-processed DPI, which is usually associated with the most probable moving target in the given input frame. The size of this target is estimated by finding all the surrounding pixels that are deemed connected to the brightest pixel. After the first moving target is detected, all the pixels within a rectangular target-sized area of that target are suppressed to exclude them from subsequent detections. The detection process is repeated by finding the next brightest one among the remaining pixels until all the pixels are suppressed, a predefined number of detections are obtained, or other user-defined stopping criteria are reached.
Using the detection results on consecutive input images, tracks of all moving targets are built and maintained. In order to build a meaningful track, a noticeable moving target must appear in multiple contiguous frames in a video sequence. This requirement may not be met when the target is moving across the field of view of the camera at a very short range and/or a very high speed; when the camera is operated at a very low frame rate; when the target is occluded for an extended period of time and/or behind a very large obstacle; or when a combination of these and other detrimental factors occur. The FPSS tracker uses previous locations, velocity, and target size of a moving target to predict the destination of its next movement.
The detection and tracking results can be reported via a graphical user interface (GUI). As shown in figure 16 , the GUI of FPSS allows a user to enter or modify a number of parameters related to the file directories, input images, potential targets, tracking characteristics, background modeling, and jittery control. Furthermore, the user may define, activate, deactivate, and remove any -don't care‖ zone, -critical‖ zone, and trip wires by using this GUI, as well. The detected moving or changed targets are annotated or highlighted over the input image frame for easy understanding. The tag number, location on the image, size in pixels, and activation strength of all detected targets on each input frame are displayed at the bottom-right corner of this GUI. 
Experimental Results
The Second FPSS dataset consists of 53 short video sequences for a total of 71,236 frames, which depict various staged suspicious activities around a big parking lot. Ground truth information (target type and target location) associated with each observable moving target on each image frame was semi-manually generated using a ground-truthing GUI. Figure 17 shows the partial content of a typical ground truth file in the FPSS dataset. Based on the ground-truth information and the target size estimated by the FPSS tracker, we may compute the tracking performance achievable by the original color and LWIR sequences, as well as the performances pertaining to the fused image sequences generated by different image fusion methods. The ground truth files associated with a concurrent pair of color-LWIR sequences may vary slightly in their content, as some moving targets may sometimes be observable in one but not both of the imageries. For example, a man walking in a dark area at night can be noticeable in the LWIR sequence, but is completely obscured in the corresponding color sequence. Because we used the LWIR approximation coefficients during the pyramid decompositions, and because LWIR ground truth files usually contain more information on the targets, we chose the LWIR ground-truths files for the purpose of verifying the detections on fused images.
To be qualified for a correct detection or a hit, the ground-truth location must be included in the bounding box (target size) estimated by the FPSS tracker for the given detection. Multiple detections on the same target were counted as only one hit, but no additional penalty was imposed in this situation. Multiple detections on a non-target, however, were treated as multiple false alarms (FAs), which would decrease the tracking performance. When multiple targets in proximity were covered by a single detection, it would be treated as multiple hits and would boost the tracking performance. Ground-truth targets that were not included by the bounding box of any detection were regarded as misses that would hurt the tracking performance.
An adjustable acceptance threshold was used to vary the tradeoff between hits and FA. By gradually lowering the acceptance threshold, the number of hits and the number of FA would both increase monotonically. By plotting the FA rate (FAR) (average number of incorrect detections per frame) against the hit rate (percentage of true targets that were correctly detected) at different acceptance thresholds, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve results.
Values closest to the upper-left corner of an ROC curve are the best results, indicating high accuracy with few FAs. In order to emphasize the critical differences between the ROC curves, we focused on the two end zones of these curves in order to examine the performance at low FAR and at hit rates exceeding 80%. The ROC curves for the original LWIR and color sequences were first generated. As shown in figure 18 , these two ROC curves serve as the benchmark performance curves and are included in all performance-related figures for comparison purposes. Figures 18 and 19 also show the ROC curves associated with the fused images generated by the four simple-combination methods: simple averaging, PCA-weighted averaging, maximum pixel selection, and minimum pixel selection. Their performances at low FAR region are shown in figure 18 , while figure 19 shows their performance as more false alarms are allowed. From figure 18 , it is clear that the original LWIR images performed the best with a low FAR among this group of six candidates. On the other hand, the original color images were lagging behind their LWIR counterparts consistently due to a significant increase in the number of FAs caused by headlight glares and windshield reflections in the evening hours, and protracted shadows under the slanted sun. As shown in figure 19 , the advantage of LWIR sequences over color sequences continues to hold at high FAR region. Given the nature of simply averaging or selecting the pixels of the original color and LWIR images by the four simple-combination methods, it was expected that their resulting fused images would perform somewhere between the original color and LWIR images. As evident from the far-left region of figure 18 , this was, indeed, the case for the FAR region of 0.02 or less FAs per frame. As the allowable number of FAs was increased by lowering the acceptance threshold, as shown in figures 18 and 19, the fused images produced by simple averaging and maximum pixel selection methods continued to yield hit rates that were between those produced by the original color and LWIR images. The performance associated with the fused images generated by the PCA-weighted averaging and minimum pixel selection methods, however, gradually fell below the performance of the original color images. In other words, there was no performance gain in tracking at any FAR by using the images fused with simple combination methods over the original LWIR images. At FARs higher than 0.02 FA per frame, even the original color images outperformed the fused images produced by the PCA-weighted averaging and minimum pixel methods.
The fusion methods based on pyramid structures were performed using an identical set of configuration parameters, such as using five levels of decomposition and a 7 × 7 neighborhood size when running a saliency/match measure. Based on their resulting ROC curves, these pyramid-based fusion methods were categorized into two groups for subsequent discussions: four inferior methods and five superior methods. As shown in table 1, all nine pyramid-based methods are much more computationally intensive than the four simple combination methods, especially the SIDWT, gradient, and morphological pyramids. Although the DT-CWT is more than four times more efficient than its more redundant variant, SIDWT, it is still considerably slower than the five simpler pyramid-based methods, three of which are ranked together in the superior pyramid column. More computations do not always generate better results, and as we can see, among the pyramid-based methods there are faster and slower candidates in both the inferior and superior columns of table 1. As shown in figure 20 , the FSD, gradient, and DWT achieved slightly worse performance than the original LWIR images at low FARs, whereas the morphological pyramid method clearly lagged behind others under the same conditions. The picture is somewhat different at the other end of these ROC curves, as shown in figure 21 , where the DWT and morphological pyramid methods were able to surpass the LWIR curve at the FAR region of 0.7 FA per frame or higher. Since alternative pyramid-based methods offer more consistent gains over the complete range of FAR, we deem these four pyramid-based methods inferior. Finally, there are five pyramid-based fusion methods that have achieved good results on both ends of the ROC curves: the Laplacian, ROLP, contrast, SIDWT, and DT-CWT pyramid methods. As shown in figure 22 , these five fusion methods clearly outperformed the original color and LWIR images from the beginning and attained the largest advantage at the FAR of around 0.02 FA per frame. At this FAR, the hit rates for the original color and LWIR images are 54.29% and 62.99%, respectively. As shown in table 2, the corresponding hit rates of the images fused by contrast pyramid and ROLP pyramid methods are 76.94% and 75.11%, respectively. With improvements of 12-14% over the LWIR images, the performance gains achieved by these two fusion methods are quite remarkable at this FAR. Among the five superior pyramid-based methods, SIDWT is clearly lagging behind other methods in performance. Furthermore, the computational complexity of SIDWT is about nine times of that of the contrast pyramid and ROLP pyramid methods. Therefore, SIDWT is the least desirable method among this group. Although the performance of DT-CWT is competitive to those of the contrast, ROLP, and Laplacian methods, it requires more than twice as much CPU time to complete the same image fusion task.
The performance of these superior fusion methods at high FAR region is shown in figure 23 and in table 3. As evident from figure 23 , the advantage of these methods over the original color and LWIR images is still maintained at every point in the high FAR region, even though the performance gain is less significant than that in low FAR region. As shown in 
Conclusions
The sensor fusion community believes that a person may easily fool a sensor sometimes, but nobody may easily fool all the sensors simultaneously at a given time. For this reason, we explored and exploited the rather complementary natures of two common imaging sensors: LWIR and color visible sensors. Instead of harnessing prior background knowledge and external information sources (such as metadata on weather conditions, time of the day, season of the year, site characteristics, number of targets, target ranges, depression angle, speed of movement, and other related information) to perform symbolic level image fusion, we focused on pixel-level image fusion. Therefore, the techniques examined and the results obtained in this work are more readily transferrable to other applications and scenarios that process color and LWIR imageries.
Based on the results generated by the four simple-combination methods examined in this work, we conclude that these simple methods are not useful, because their performances were worse than using the original LWIR images alone. Among the nine pyramid-based image fusion methods, the gradient and FSD methods are the worst candidates, because they required 10-60 times more CPU time than those required by the simple combination methods, but performed even worse at high FAR region. The morphological and DWT methods are slightly better than the gradient and FSD methods, primarily because they managed to outperform LWIR in the high FAR region. Given their performances and computational requirements, these four pyramidbased methods are deemed as inferior methods in general.
The Laplacian, ROLP, contrast, SIDWT, and DT-CWT are found to be superior image fusion methods, because they consistently outperformed LWIR in every FAR region. Contrast and ROLP methods are considered the best image fusion methods to pair with the FPSS tracker because their ROC curves are consistently on top of all other ROC curves produced in this work. Furthermore, the computational requirements of these two methods are almost the lowest among the pyramid-based methods. On the other hand, SIDWT is ranked at the bottom in this group, as it performed the worst and consumed 4-9 times more CPU time than its counterparts in this group did.
For future work, a potential way of improving image fusion performance is to treat each color image as 3 separate images (R, G, and B images) and fuse these three images with the LWIR image together. The fusion algorithms examined in this work do not limit the number of images that can be fused together. Therefore, short-wave infrared, mid-wave infrared, and hyperspectral imageries could also be considered, if they are properly co-registered. Performance may also be improved by linking the image fusion process with the tracking algorithm, through which the information that is critical to the tracker may be better preserved or enhanced. For instance, a region-based segmentation algorithm may be incorporated into the DT-CWT image fusion process (21, 22) . The segmentation algorithm could exploit the limited redundancy in DT-CWT and tie the feature level and pixel level fusion algorithms together. Using a more robust tracking algorithm-perhaps the flux tensors algorithm-may also enhance the image segmentation process and the decision rule (23 
